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For the second time, NASA is paying a group of people to lie
in bed all day. The first time this was done was in They paid
a group of.

NASA will pay you $, to stay in BED for 60 days! : THE HORROR
MOVIES BLOG
A misleading blog post is claiming, "NASA will pay you $ to
stay in bed for 60 days!" Is that offer too good to be true?
For the most part.
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Buzz
Yes the American space agency NASA is paying $, to stay in bed
for 60 days. Find out why and if it is really too good to be
true.
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It's the job that so many Americans do best, and one we all
wish we had full-time. Boredom Therapy. That's right, a job
getting paid to lie in bed.
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We wanted to know if this stellar offer was truly up for
grabs. NASA does have a program that pays volunteers to
participate in bed rest studies, where one lies down for a
long period of time.
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